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Abstract
Australia is a very vulnerable region to flood events, and the frequency of flood events and
damage has increased dramatically over the past decades. Although flood has impacted
diverse types of buildings and built infrastructure, there has been limited research investigating flood risk management specific to transport infrastructure in Australia and the
factors that might influence the resilience of the transport infrastructure to flooding. To
develop an appropriate design management system for roads and bridges specific to risk
assessment from flooding requires a multitude of factors to be identified and analyzed.
In this study, we review the range of critical factors necessary to represent the resilience
of bridges to extreme flood events and demonstrate a novel mathematical approach to
evaluate the relationship between the bridge resilience and flood risk. We use additive
statistical approach in arriving at a framework to evaluate the resilience of bridges. The
findings confirm that metrological characteristics such as annual exceedance probability
and probable maximum precipitation and structural integrity of the bridge represented
by the structural age of the bridge and mechanical properties of the soils have a substantial impact on the resilience of the Australian transport infrastructure, particularly
bridges located on main roads.
Keywords: resilient, risk, flood, transport infrastructure

1. Introduction
Like most countries, Australia is hugely susceptible to flood damage. The frequency of extreme
flood events in Australia has increased dramatically over the recent years, and the economic
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loss associated with individual flood events has also increased [1]. For example, in 2010/2011,
floods in Queensland, Australia, had a devastating impact on almost 10,000 km of road network and 5000 km of rail network, and severely damaged around 100 significant bridges
and culverts, 400 schools, and 150 national parks [2]. In 2013, a localized flood near Brisbane,
Australia, damaged 43 of the total 46 bridges in that location. On average, Australia will experience a roughly 300-fold increase in flooding events by 2100, meaning that infrastructure that
is presently flooded once in 100 years will be flooded several times per year with a modest
prediction of sea level rise (50 cm) [3]. There has been limited research investigating flood
damage and flood risk management specific to infrastructure in Australia [4, 5]. However,
previous research has tended to focus on building damage, and there has been no previous
consideration of flood impact on Australian transport infrastructure and/or the factors that
might influence the resilience of the transport infrastructure to flooding [6]. Transport and
associated infrastructure such as roads, railways, bridges, warehouses, airports, ports, and
tunnels are often exposed to the risk of direct damage from climate events. Transport infrastructure also has a vital role before, during, and after extreme weather events to reduce the
vulnerability of the community more generally. Transport infrastructure vulnerability will
vary by region, location, elevation, and the underlying condition of the infrastructure [7].
Elevated ocean levels can increase flood levels in the lower reaches of rivers, either by preventing floodwaters from discharging into the ocean or by filling up low-lying land and estuarine
flood storage areas before the river flooding arrives. River flooding in the vast flat areas may
last for one or more weeks, or even months on some occasions in some regions in Australia and
can lead to extensive damage to rural towns, rural and urban roads, and rail networks [8]. In
Australia, low-lying coastal areas can be inundated by storm surges, usually caused by tropical
cyclones. Overflow of drainage systems in populated urban areas can also be a major problem.
The performance of transportation networks is critical for the economy and society. Maintaining
structural reliability and functionality of the network under extreme hazard effects is therefore
a key consideration. In any transport network, bridges and culverts are often the most vulnerable elements because of their propensity for catastrophic collapse [3, 7]. The potential economic and social disruptions due to the loss of or damage to transport infrastructure bridges
are hugely significant. The possible adverse effects of increased flooding on bridges range
from potential catastrophic structural collapse to increased frequency of maintenance required
to ensure a minimum level of service [9]. Given that the most common form of flooding in
Australia is river flooding [10] and most bridges in Australia are constructed over the rivers, it
is essential to identify bridges that may be vulnerable to flood events in order to mitigate the
risks associated with extreme weather events most effectively.
Effective flood risk management is aimed at increasing the resilience of transport infrastructure, but needs to balance the costs of mitigation against the benefits offered by increased
resilience. Each situation and the specific community values will vary. In a general case, regular account might be taken of the following flood risk management measures for bridges:
1. The potential for and impact of ground liquefaction around bridges.
2. The slope and stability of associated riverbanks.
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3. The structural performance of the bridge itself in standard risk evaluation terms.
4. A benchmark classification of failure probability across high, medium, or low probabilities.
5. A common rating measure applied to each bridge that combines several key factors to assess the vulnerability of the particular bridge structure.
Having an efficient and effective measure for the resilience of individual bridges is important
to transport authorities, local councils, and emergency services. Efficiency in terms of data
collection and calculation is important because there are a large number of bridges, in continuously varying circumstances, which require constant evaluation and reevaluation in normal
service, the aftermath of an event, a near miss, and even following an event elsewhere that
impacted a similar bridge. Nowhere is the need for an efficient and effective measure of resilience more pronounced than in the design and design management guidelines for bridges.
To develop or inform an appropriate design management system for bridges specific to risk
assessment from natural hazards such as flooding requires a multitude of factors to be identified
and analyzed. A recent analysis of the current design standards for bridges highlighted shortcomings specific to the resilience of bridges [11]. However, the more factors considered in design
models, the greater the complexity of the design models are and the less practical the guidelines
are in interpreting the resilience [12]. A bridge subject to an extreme flood event can be damaged
in many different ways. For example, where the structure of a bridge is completely inundated
during a flood, the damage to the bridge depends on the length of time it is submerged.
In large part, due to the potential complexities associated with evaluating the resilience and
flood risk of a bridge, mathematical evaluation of bridge designs is missing from previous
research. In this study, we review the range of critical factors necessary to represent the resilience of bridges to extreme flood events and demonstrate a novel mathematical approach to
evaluate the relationship between the bridge resilience and flood risk.

2. Critical factors for bridge resilience and flood risk
Bridges are designed to provide an extended period of service and be resilient to particular
extreme weather events. There are many and varied factors taken into account in the design of
a bridge, including structural system, loading, resistance, exposure, natural environment, soil
characteristics, planned maintenance, inspection regime, economic considerations, and various deficiency functions (load capacity, vertical clearance, deck width, etc.) [13]. However,
the condition and performance of a bridge will vary over time in response to various environmental changes, actual maintenance practice, and changes in the quantity and magnitude of
actual loads applied [12].
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a flood is “the overflowing of the normal confines of the stream or other body of water, or the accumulation of
water over areas that are not normally submerged” [3]. Floods occur more often than many
other types of natural disasters [14] and are generally regarded as the most catastrophic and
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lethal of all natural disaster types [15]. During the past century, floods have killed something
in the order of 8 million people, globally [16]. Approximately 800 million people currently
live in flood-prone areas across the world, and almost 10% of those are exposed to floods on
average each year [17, 18].
Not all floods are of equal consequence. Leroy [19] states that time, area, and socioeconomic
characteristics tend to amplify the impact of natural disasters. Ho et al. [20] show that the
type of natural disaster is a good predictor of the scale of damage likely to be incurred as a
direct consequence. Merz et al. [21] propose that flood type, the flood-generating process, the
region or zone, and frequency are the most important characteristics to consider in predicting the impact of a flood disaster. A comprehensive literature review on flood characteristics
and their relationships with flood damage undertaken by Middelmann-Fernandes [22] found
that various parameters contribute to bridge damage: the depth of water, flow velocity, duration of inundation, contamination, sediment or debris load, and the age and materials of the
bridge itself. A number of studies have also found that flood type, severity, and frequency are
the three most useful predictors of the damage caused by flooding [3, 23, 24].
The management of flood risk reduction and flood disaster management bring further factors
into consideration [25]:
• The behavior of the flood itself, including the immediate dangers and potential damage
caused.
• The broad cost of flooding borne by the community.
• The projected use of the land in the future and possible lost opportunities due to potential
for flooding.
• The environmental needs and impact of the source river and related floodplain areas.
• The environmental and cultural impact of mitigation measures.
This expanding scope of factors to consider around flood risk management renders the problem as a massively multidisciplinary issue. It involves high level of skills in planning, engineering, the social and environmental sciences, economics, and emergency management.
In addition to the breadth of skills required, flood risks vary depending on the temporal perspective taken. Perspectives change from a focus on existing risks, to ongoing risks, and future
risks. For example, existing risks deal more specifically with the management of flood damage to maintain or return the community, properties, and infrastructure as it currently exists.
Future risks deal with the potential for damage to areas not yet, but in the future possibly,
developed to become of economic, social, or environmental significance. Ongoing risks target
the potential local impact of generally external flood risks, where floods elsewhere might
overwhelm the local infrastructure.
Flood types themselves can also vary. Risks are different where the cause of the flooding is a
river blockage (fluvial), excess rainwater (pluvial), coastal inundation, lake blockage, sewer
overflow, sudden downpour (flash flood), and/or storm-water drainage (urban floods). In
Australia, the most common form of flooding is along rivers after heavy and/or prolonged
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rainfall [8]. Jonkman and Kelman [26] showed that flood damage in the United States is highest in areas near rivers, particularly in areas with deep water rivers or rivers at lower elevations. Nicholls and Tol [27] noted that the annual mean and probable maximum rainfall is
other important flood characteristic to predict the potential flood damage to roads and bridge
structures. However, there is strong evidence that the greater the resilience of an individual
bridge or road, the lower the likely economic damage caused by floods, and that the benefits
of resilience can be dramatic [5].
Godschalk [28] defined resilience as “the ultimate objective of hazard mitigation, that is,
action taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and property from hazards and
their effects.” Other scholars have adopted and adapted this definition differently across different disciplines and currently there is no generally accepted definition. For example, Levina
and Tirpak [29] proposed two key aspects for resilience: the ability of a system to withstand
a disturbance without changing, implying that no damage is done; and the ability of the system to recover when damage has occurred. Further, Maguire and Cartwright [30] articulated
three views of resilience: resilience as stability and resistance to change; resilience as recovery
following change and return to the previous stable state; and resilience as transformation to
a new and different stable state following change. Recently, Manyena et al. [31] defined resilience as the “intrinsic capacity of a system, community or society predisposed to a shock or
stress to bounce forward and adapt in order to survive by changing its nonessential attributes
and rebuilding itself,” and again, Mojtahedi et al. [5] defined resilience as the risk reduction
practices undertaken before potential disasters both to minimize the probability of the disaster occurring in the first place, as well as to enable repair and replacement during and after
disasters to result in improved facilities over time. Finally, it is important to note that the concept of resilience is broader than natural disasters. Resilience also encompasses the capacity
of public, private, and civic sectors to resist disruption, absorb disturbance, act effectively in a
crisis, adapt to changing conditions and grow over time [32].
Park et al. [33] summarized the key challenges facing a more coherent and robust approach to
resilience and risk management in the design of infrastructure which are as follows:
• A lack of comprehensive data and forecasting uncertainty both promote a focus on those
aspects of risk where data does exist and the hazards are better known. As a result, very
significant risk factors are ignored or discounted and the resulting risk assessment can be
severely misleading.
• Current infrastructure design is based on the prevailing building codes and regulations.
These codes develop and evolve slowly over time. The codes can fail to incorporate significant emergent hazards or respond effectively to new lessons from disaster events. This lag
has resulted in the incremental evolution of design, rather than supporting more innovative design responses.
• The many and varied design challenges that do arise are treated as individual problems to
be resolved, rather than conditions to be managed more holistically and proactively. The
broad-ranging and multifaceted nature of infrastructure design warrants a comprehensive
approach, but this is in direct conflict with the needs of a pragmatic decision-making process that is flexible and responsive.
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The framework set out in this study will not establish parameters for detailed engineering
design, but it will address some of the challenges outlined above. Most particularly, the
framework will develop an approach to the evaluation of resilience that is flexible and responsive to the different situations and circumstances in which risk-assessment decisions must be
made. The additive statistical method it demonstrates is a novel approach to risk assessment
more generally, but is especially suited to the complexity of resilience and risk management
in the design of infrastructure. The study will focus on the resilience of bridges as pivotal
components in any transport network, but given the increasing frequency and severity of
extreme weather events, as critical concerns for communities from major cities through to
remote rural settlements.

3. An additive statistical model
When seeking to analyze a complex problem comprising a range of variables, the common
approach is to apply a parametric regression method. Parametric regression defines a function
in which the terms comprise a finite number of unknown parameters derived from numerical
data on each of the variables of interest. In the context of transport resilience and risk management, which is highly dependent on the vagaries of individual situations, the variables of
interest can vary significantly between situations. In such circumstances, regression is better
defined in nonparametric terms across a set of functions. Originally proposed by Friedman
and Stuetzle [34], the additive model method offers a robust and simple to interpret approach
to the effect analysis of multiple variables. The additive model takes the form of a familiar
regression model, but builds each model from a restricted class of nonparametric regression
models. Each nonparametric model uses a one-dimensional smoother to generate linear combinations of the predictor variables in an iterative fashion.
The additive modeling approach provides distinct advantages over alternative nonparametric
approaches and is entirely more general than standard stepwise regression procedures [34].
The additive model approach results in a regression model, but the relationship between each
variable and the response is allowed to be flexible and/or linear in nature, as indicated in the
following formula:
n

n

j=1

j=1

∑ fj(xj ) = ∑ βj × xj n

(1)

where f(x) represents a linear or nonlinear relationships between phenomena.
Based on Eq. (1), we develop an additive statistical equation for analyzing transport infrastructure flood specific to bridge risk-based resilience as follows:
p

r = α + ∑ fj(xj ) + ϵ
j=1

(2)

r is the resilience of a bridge to a flood event, α is intercept, f(x) is linear or nonlinear function
between the response and the relevant indicator, and ϵ is the overall error of the model.
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Additive models have the strong properties of linear or nonlinear models in so far as they
are in a familiar regression form and easy to interpret, but are superior in that they relax
the assumption of a linear (or known nonlinear) relationship in the data. Thus, the additive
model approach is not a purely nonparametric method (which is one of the potential limitations of the proposed framework), but does represent an effective compromise between flexibility and simplicity.
To begin to build an additive model the first challenge is to identify the principal components.
Choice of the principal component is dependent on the range of candidate components and
the availability of data. Nonparametric regression does require larger sample sizes than parametric models because the data must support the development of a model structure as well as
supply the model estimates. For the purposes of this study, a representative set of four principal components is used, but the same framework and approach can be applied to an unlimited
number of principal components where relevant data are available. The principal components
used in this study of resilient bridges within the context of flood risks are as follows:
x1: likelihood of a flood event represented by the annual exceedance probability (AEP).
x2: scale of a flood event represented by the probable maximum precipitation (PMP).
x3: structural integrity of the bridge represented by the structural age of the bridge.
x4: mechanical properties of the soils.
r: resilience of bridge.
3.1. Annual exceedance probability (AEP)
There are two ways of expressing the likelihood of occurrence of a flood event, annual exceedance probability (AEP) and average recurrence interval (ARI). AEP is the probability of a
flood of a given or larger size occurring in any one year, usually expressed as a percentage.
For example, if a peak flood discharge (PFD) of 500 m3/s has an AEP of 5%, it means that there
is a 5% probability (that is one-in-20 chance) of a 500 m3/s or larger event occurring in any one
year. ARI is the long-term average number of years between the occurrences of a flood as big
as or greater than the selected event. For example, floods with a discharge equal to or greater
than the 20-year ARI flood event will occur on average once every 20 years [25].
AEP is selected in this instance, as the data is readily available in this form. The relationship
between bridge resilience and AEP is then formulated as follows:
y1 = a1 × Ln(x1 ) + b1

(3)

where a1 and b1 are the constant factors. Since there is a linear relationship between y1 and (x1),
the possible linear regression can be determined by the following equations.
a1 =

¯ ) × ((Ln(x )) − X
¯)
∑ ni=1(yi − Y
i
_____________________
2
[ ∑ n ((Ln(x )) − X¯ )
]
i=1

i

(4)
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¯¯, where ¯¯
Intercept b1 = ¯¯
Y − a1 × X
Y is the mean value of flood risk-based resilience in different
¯¯ is the mean value of the AEP in different cases. Hence,
cases, and X
∑n y

∑ n Ln(x )

i=1 i
i=1
i
_
¯¯ = _
¯¯
Y
[ n ] and X = [ n ]

(5)

3.2. Probable maximum precipitation (PMP)
World Meteorological Organization defined probable maximum precipitation (PMP) as “…the
theoretical maximum precipitation for a given duration under modern meteorological conditions.” PMP is specific to a given storm area at a particular location at a particular time of the
year, with no allowance made for long-term climatic trends. The relationship between the flood
risk-based resilience and PMP can be established by the following equation:
y2 = a2 × Ln(x2 ) +b2

(6)

where a2 and b2 are the constant factors. Since there is a linear relationship between y2 and (x2),
the possible linear regression can be determined by the following equations:

a2 =

¯ ) ((Ln(x )) − X
¯)
∑ ni=1(yi − Y
i
____________________
2
[ ∑ n ((Ln(x )) − X¯ ) ]
i=1

(7)

i

¯¯, where ¯¯
Intercept b2 = ¯¯
Y − a2 × X
Y is the mean value of flood risk-based resilience in different
¯¯ is the mean value of the PMP in different cases. Hence,
cases, and X
∑n y

∑ n Ln(x )

i=1 i
i=1
i
_
¯¯ = _
¯¯
Y
[ n ]and X = [ n ]

(8)

3.3. Structural age of the bridge
The structural integrity of a bridge is an obvious and critical consideration in any risk assessment. Structural integrity is directly influenced by the age of the structure, but the influence
is different for different construction materials. Given the rich mix of materials used in bridge
construction in Australia, and especially the preponderance of heritage bridges, a mathematical relationship between bridge structure age and the resilience of the bridge against flooding is developed. The structural age of a bridge depends heavily on the structural materials
used. A range of materials and combinations of material are possible. For the purposes of this
framework, the materials to be considered include brick, mortar, and cast iron.
3.3.1. Brick
One of the first tasks undertaken by the first European settlement in Australia was to search
for suitable clay for brick manufacture. This was quickly found in an area that has become
the southern sector of Sydney’s central business district. This was in production for about
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50 years until urban growth, and diminishing deposits meant that alternative sources had to
be discovered. There is some irony in that these areas, which provided such large quantities
of building material, were also those where seasonal swelling and shrinkage of foundation
soils were to cause damage to low-rise buildings. One of the early problems was in attaining
a sufficiently high temperature in the kilns in these early stages of the industry. It is clear that
a range of quality of brick was produced and a careful inspection process would then select
the best ones for higher-level work.
3.3.2. Mortar
Engineers’ customarily first think of mortar as the component of structural concrete other
than the coarse aggregate. This uses Portland cement, but the use of this type of cement mortar for the repair of heritage structures has frequently proved to be disastrous. One reason
is that the low permeability of this type of mortar does not allow extrusion of fluid build-up
within the main structural components, whether they are brick or stone. This means that
there is a deterioration of these components even before the mortar, which is intended to be
regarded as expendable and replaceable in a much shorter life span. In order to eliminate this
problem, it is necessary to revert to the once-popular use of lime-based mortar—or partly
so—which has a greater porosity, especially if the proportion of sand is much higher than is
usual for concrete. One dictum is to aim for a permeability of mortar that matches that of the
bricks. Another attribute of lime mortar is that is more elastic than Portland cement mortar
which means that, under various types of stress, the mortar will yield rather than the greater
strength of Portland cement mortar causing the main material to fracture, if weaker.
3.3.3. Cast iron
The use of blast furnaces in the reduction of iron oxides to some form of usable iron results in
pig iron. This metal has a carbon content range of from 2.7 to 4.0%, but includes a large proportion of impurities. Such a material would have been of practical use in those early societies
capable of its production, but the arrival of the industrial age demanded a more refined and
consistent product. A standard method of bringing this about was by a more cautious process
of reheating in a “cupola” furnace. This resulted in iron with carbon content in the middle
of the above range, but still retaining useful quantities of silicon and manganese. Tests have
been carried out on cast iron used in the joint connection units in New South Wales (NSW)
timber truss bridges of 100 years ago. The carbon content varied from 3.0 to 3.3% with the
former material having the slightly greater strength. This traditional material is referred to as
“gray” cast iron in order to distinguish it from later types with improved properties. It should
be pointed out that variants of gray iron are still widely used in industry although much less
in civil engineering as primary components. Gray cast iron has a compressive strength in the
range of 600–700 MPa. Its other main characteristic, however, is that its tensile strength is only
about one-fifth of the compressive strength. What this means is that manipulation of the second moment of area of an “I” section in the interests of the economy produces a grotesquely
large tension flange both in width and in thickness. As well as being a quick identifier of the
material used, this section characteristic can be put to good use in that the extra-wide bottom
flanges, as in the case of floor joists, can be used as the springing for shallow brick arches
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between adjacent joists, thereby providing a floor support structure (“jack arches”). While
gray cast iron has an excellent resistance to corrosion, it has a disadvantage in its brittleness.
This made it difficult to cope with the high impact nature of railway loadings as early railway
engineers discovered: often the hard way. As well as its attempted use in bridges, cast iron
was even used for short sections of railway track rails, and the high resulting fracture rate at
least had the result of encouraging the larger scale production of wrought iron and the development of rolling mills. The main success of cast iron was in its use of columns, where the
stress is primarily in compression throughout. There is a consensus against the repair of cast
iron by orthodox welding technique, but there are proprietary methods available, developed
from technologies used for machinery castings failures. A hazard sometimes found with cast
iron is graphitization, often occurring where there is immersion in or contact with salt water
and where there is a reaction with the carbon streaks within the iron. An example of this took
place in the 1874 cast iron piers of the Windsor Bridge near Sydney. Although the bridge is a
long way upriver, the tidal cycle of the Pacific Ocean with reduced outflow below dams has
gradually increased the saline content.
The following equation would be suggested to evaluate the relationship between the resilience of bridge against flood and bridge structure age. We assume that bridge structure age
is highly dependent on bridge materials such as brick, mortar, and cast iron. The relationship
between the flood risk-based resilient and bridge structure age can be established by the following equations:
(9)

y3 = a3 × x3 2 + b3 × x3 + c3

where a3, b3, and c3 are the constant factors. The matrix equation for quadratic regression is:
⎡∑ ni=1 xi4 ∑ ni=1 xi3 ∑ ni=1 xi2⎤

a7

⎡∑ ni=1 xi2 yi⎤

xi3 ∑ ni=1 xi2 ∑ ni=1 xi × b7 = ∑ ni=1 xi yi
[c ]
n ⎦
7
⎣∑ ni=1 xi2 ∑ ni=1 xi
⎣ ∑ ni=1 yi ⎦

⎢∑

n
i=1

⎥

⎢

⎥

(10)

where n is the number of data points (xi, yi).
3.4. Mechanical properties of the soils
Determination of the mechanical properties of the soil as well as the level of the pore pressure is major aspects in the current statistical simulations. Provided that there are n layers of
different soils have been reported in the different suggested sites, the simulated values for
both the horizontal as well as bending stresses in different layers can be calculated by the
following procedure. It should be noted that a linear strain distribution was assumed across
the soil section.
The suggested procedure can be used to find a relationship between the collected data and
the vulnerability of the bridges. It should be interesting to investigate that there is an inverse
relationship between the mechanical properties of the soils and the damage level [35]. The
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reasons for this could be due to different construction methods adopted in the past or they had
been rehabilitated after the previous disaster event. However, these reasons should be further
scrutinized for confirmation. The resilience of the community depends on the resilience of
the bridges on rural roads, but most of the bridges are vulnerable to extreme flood events.
Therefore, when classifying roads for design, it is necessary to consider the impact on the
community during and after an extreme event [36]. Thus, the relationship between the flood
risk-based resilient and bridge structure age can be established by the following equation:
y3 = a4 × e b ×x + c4 × x4 + d4
4

4

(11)

where a4, b4, c4, and d4 are the constant factors.
3.5. Resilience of transport infrastructure
Globally, infrastructure is recognized as a critical element for strong economies and stable
communities and it facilitates society’s daily activities. Infrastructure can be considered to
include everything from the physical infrastructure of roads, bridges, airports, rail, water supply, telecommunications and energy services, to the social infrastructure of health care, education, banking and finance services, emergency services, and the justice system [32]. Croope
[37] states “Critical infrastructure not only responds to the needs of society for the smooth
daily continuation of activities, but also provides the basis on which society exists and relies.”
Godschalk [28] lists two reasons behind the importance of resilience which are as follows:
1. Because the vulnerability of technological, natural, and social systems cannot be anticipated,
the capability to accommodate change without catastrophic failure in times of disaster is
vital.
2. People and property fare better in resilient cities when struck by disasters. Fewer buildings
collapse, fewer power outages occur, fewer businesses are put at risk, and fewer deaths
and injuries occur.
Societies have an increasing reliance on transportation networks for their day-to-day activities. The ability of the transport system to function during adverse conditions and quickly
recover to acceptable levels of service after an event is fundamental to the wellbeing of people
within society. Resilience is considered the ultimate objective of hazard mitigation, that is,“
action taken to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to people and property from hazards and
their effects” [28].
Resilience has two main dimensions such as (i) technical and (ii) organizational. Technical
dimension refers to the ability of the physical system(s) to perform to an acceptable level
when subject to a hazard event [38]. In this research, we have focused on technical dimension
of the resilient bridge, and therefore, we have considered four technical factors for resilient
bridges such as (i) AEP, (ii) bridge structure age, (iii) mechanical properties of the soils, and
(iv) PMP.
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Some scholars have applied to measure the resilience of transport infrastructure. For example,
Mojtahedi et al. [5] used Cox’s proportional hazards regression model to determine the rate of
recovery and cumulative probability that recovery occurs for transport infrastructure across
regional areas in New South Wales, Australia.

4. Numerical example
4.1. Resilience of a bridge and AEP
We have assumed that the resilience of bridge is dependent on the relationship between peak
flood discharge (PFD) and annual exceedance probability (AEP). A numerical example can
be introduced by the following assumed data, provided that there is a possible collected data
between the PFD (m3/s) versus AEP, which has been presented in Table 1.
Thus, the following equation y1 = a1 × Ln(x1) + b1 can be represented by y1 = 0.045 × Ln(x1) +
0.0233. Furthermore, based on Figure 1, it can be observed that after reaching to PFD around
500 (m3/s), the recorded AEP would be converged to 0.3 which can be taken into account as a
potential critical value.
A same trend to examine the mutual interaction between the PFD versus AEP has been investigated by using t-test. After normalizing, the respond data, which is the AEP, the t-test values, and distribution can be presented (Figure 2). The same conclusion can be found that after
reaching to the PFD 500 (m3/s), the value for the AEP would be a constant value. This can
show that the resilient respond after the PFD 500 (m3/s) would be slightly different from the
further increments.
4.2. Resilience of a bridge and PMP
We have assumed that the resilience of bridge is dependent on the relationship between the
size of storm area and probable maximum perception (PMP). The PMP can be a function of
a given size storm area at the particular location at the particular time of the year. Provided
that Table 2 presents the assumed size storm area (km2) versus PMP, thus, the possible mathematical relationship can be y2 = a2 × e −b ×x + c2 × x2 + d2+.
2

2

Thus, we can have y2 = − 0.00766 × e −0.00288×x + 0.000544 × x2 + 0.00022. Based on Figure 3, there is a semilinear relationship between the PMP and the size storm area.
2

Normalized PMP values versus t-test distribution are also illustrated in Figure 4.
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Table 1. Peak flood discharge (PFD) versus annual exceedance probability (AEP).
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Figure 1. Peak flood discharge versus AEP.

As it can be realized in both Figures 3 and 4, the critical value of the PMP can be observed
where there is size storm area over 60 (km2). This is a condition where the PMP rate is more
inclined with a constant rate rather than increasing sharply. Based on the numerical assumption, after size storm area over 60 (km2) might be classified as a possible significant region/
condition.
4.3. Resilience of a bridge and structure age
We have assumed that the resilience of bridge is dependent to the relationship between the
bridge structure age and bridge collapsing risk. At this stage, some of the critical materials that can perform as a key role on constructing heritage roads/bridges were discussed in
Section 3.3. This topic is significantly important where some of the heritage link constructions
might be jeopardized by the induced flood around the NSW.
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Figure 2. Normalized AEP versus t-test distribution values.
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Table 2. The probable maximum perception (PMP) versus the size storm area.

Table 3 presents a numerical example of the relationship between the collapsing risk response
and bridge structure age where the presented age is based on the number of decades.
As the time goes by, the risk of the collapsing of the structure increases. This somehow shows
the risk assessment as a function of time. Figure 5 demonstrates the collapsing risk response
versus bridge structure age.
The same approach was taken into account to calculate the t-test distribution against the normalized collapsing risk response. Figure 6 illustrates the t-test distribution, where it can be
found that the collapse mechanism in the simulated bridges can significantly affected after
40 years where there is a possibility of starting fatigue behavior. The relationship between
the collapsing risk response and bridge structure age is a quadratic function. The possible
function can be presented as 0.000788 × x 2 + 0.00011 × x + 0.000655.
4.4. Resilience of a bridge and mechanical properties
We have assumed that the resilience of bridge is dependent to the relationship between the
strength of the soil (MPa) and bridge safety. Table 4 presents a numerical example of the relationship between the bridge safety factor and strength of the soil (MPa).
Figure 7 presents the same trend where it can demonstrate strength of the soil versus the risk
safety factor. As it can be found, the factor of safety is converged by the mean value of the
strength of the soil and reached to 2 MPa.
Besides, Figure 8 illustrates the normalized factor of safety versus t-test distribution.
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Figure 3. A semilinear relationship between the probable maximum perception (PMP) and the size storm area.
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Figure 4. A normalized PMP values versus t-test distribution.
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Table 3. The Collapsing risk response versus bridge structure age.
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Figure 6. The t-test distribution against the normalized collapsing risk response.
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Table 4. Strength of the soil versus the risk safety factor.
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Figure 8. The normalized factor of safety versus t-test distribution.

4.5. Additive combination of factors for flood risk-based resilient
Provided that there is a mutual interaction relationship between the two particular indicators,
for example, between x1: AEP and x2: PMP as well as the major response where it would be the
resilient of bridge, the following equation can be considered to evaluate and determine the
x1

critical zones, (__
R)

m

x
__2

n

+( )
R

= k1, where m, n ≥ 2 and k1 is a constant value.

The same trend can be extended to the interaction between the x3: bridge structure age and
x4: mechanical properties of the soils as the major indicators and resilient of bridge as the
x3

p

x4

q

__
response. Thus, (__
R ) + ( R ) = k2, where p, q ≥ 2 and k2 is a constant value. Figures 9 and 10
present the relevant interactions of the different arrangements explained.

Provided that we assume x2 is more critical than x1, then the nonresilient region would be
trended to the horizontal access in Figure 9. This condition can be shifted if the assumed
condition between x1 and x2 is switched. The same assumption can be extended in Figure 10
where it was assumed that x4 is more critical than x3. The major limitation of the suggested
model is how to define the critical/noncritical condition in the unknown region where it is
situated between the resilient and nonresilient regions.
An inclination can be considered to have a combination of all of the indicators (x1, x2, x3, x4) where
they are interacted with the resilience of the transport infrastructure R as a major response. Thus,
x1

we can have, (__
R)

m

x
__2

n

x
__3

p

x
__4

q

+ (R ) + (R ) + (R ) = k1 + k2, where m, n, p, q ≥ 2 and k1 and k2 are constants.

The suggested interaction diagrams as well as the overall combination of the available indicators can graphically help to determine the resilient and nonresilient (as a critical condition)
regions in the presented graphs. It can also provide a reliable tool for urban/regional planner
as well as the major decision makers to make a more reliable outcome schedule/scope for the
communities. The suggested methods can be significantly improved by having access to the
different regional/community data. Also, the suggested method should be unbiasedly tested
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Figure 9. The interaction between x1 and x2 and R with the different applied powers in m and n.

Figure 10. The interaction between x3 and x4 and R with the different applied powers in p and q.

in different councils in order to validate the suggested hypothesis. It can provide a reliable
tool for urban/regional planers.

5. Conclusions and recommendations
Australia’s transport infrastructure has long been exposed to floods. Some infrastructure is
no longer fit for purpose, with design standards failing to keep pace with the resilience needs
of a changing world. In addition, the meteorological factors of the specific region might exacerbate the vulnerability of transport infrastructure to flood events. Relationships between
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meteorological factors and transport infrastructure technical factors have never been conceptualized into integrated mathematical models for analyzing risks and measuring the
resilience of transport infrastructure to flood events. Here, we used a systems approach to
identify critical resilience factors for resilience measurement in transport infrastructure in
Australia. The research methodology in this study covered a systematic literature review,
mathematical model development, and numerical example conducted by simulation. We
used additive statistical model for developing risk-based resilient decision-making system to
predict the resilience of bridges. The additive model allows identifying significant predicting
variables and their impacts on infrastructure planning and flood risk management. The main
novelty of this research is to develop risk-based resilient equations, which would be included
in both linear and nonlinear multiple regression. The equations adopt a design methods
framework and reference the probability and known impact of previous floods along with
the probability and aggregated costs of bridges repair work to estimate an optimum resource
expenditure balance between flood risk reduction and flood disaster management. The
results addressed transformations toward future resilience requires an integrated approach
that allows expression of multiple perspectives on the problem, and supports an adaptive
planning approach that is open for experimentation and learning. Infrastructure planners,
operators, and regulators need a simple and robust method to evaluate flood risks to better
manage the flood risk mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery of our roads and
bridges to extreme flood events.
This research focused on flooding as well as the effect of the natural disaster, but results can
be extended to other forms of hazard communication and perception. Quantitative and qualitative analyses supported the adoption of a broad conceptualization of risk communication in
both theory and practice. Additionally, the possible relationships of regulated space to communication, perception, and behavior identified in this research are relevant in other contexts
where specific areas are politically delineated as hazardous. These results also contribute to
more general debates over public understanding of probability and uncertainty as well as
those regarding the connections between understanding, attitude, and behavior. This study
confirmed that metrological characteristics such as AEP and PMP and bridge conditions such
as age and mechanical properties of materials have a substantial impact on the resilience of
the Australian transport infrastructure, particularly bridges located on main roads.
A number of more general recommendations for effective flood risk management relevant to
transport infrastructure in Australia emerge from this study:
• Greater control of the zoning and use of land in areas prone to high AEP and PMP are
required to reduce the need to construct roads and bridges in those areas.
• Upgrading bridges with brick and mortar to cast iron bridges and more resilient bridges will
make them less vulnerable to flood damage and significantly reduce the costs of flooding.
• Paying significant attention to the design phase of a bridge and more comprehensive flood
risk management approach to incorporate more mitigation strategies will better address
the full range of causal factors.
• The fact that Australian aged bridges are not as vulnerable to floods as new bridges calls for
a changed funding model for bridge maintenance and upgrades.
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The suggested methods can be significantly improved by having access to the different
regional/community data. Also, the suggested method should be unbiasedly tested in different
councils in order to validate the suggested hypothesis. It can provide a reliable tool for urban/
regional planers. Further research is needed to assess the broader flood risk variables and flood
risk management capabilities particular to more vulnerable regions and relevant jurisdictions.
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